
O
ne winter when I was in grade school, we

folded white tissue paper in three folds, made

intricate cuts with the sharpest scissors we

could find, then very carefully unfolded it to reveal

a delicate six-sided snowflake. I was an Illinois farm

girl who had often delighted in holding out the arm

of my brown woolen winter coat so snowflakes

could land on it (about the only delight I had in win-

ter). Their shapes and complexity enthralled me. I

made myriads, covering the windows of our house

for the holidays.

A couple of years ago, I developed a simple beaded

snowflake ornament. I made several variations and

mailed them to friends in my holiday cards. The next

year, I taught the snowflake at out bead society holiday

party in Sarasota and was delighted with the wonderful

variations my talented and imaginative friends created.

The snowflake doesn’t require many materials, is

quite easy, and works up in less than an hour. I've

tried several variations with my two basic design ele-

ments—the circle and the triangle—and have come

up with five that I like best.

Note: The design is formed with circle and trian-

gle components. Form circles by stringing beads on

two adjacent same-number wires, triangles by string-

ing beads on two adjacent opposite-number wires.

You will anchor the circles and triangles with a crys-

tal through which both wires pass.

Step 1: Cut one 11" and five 9" lengths of wire.

Step 2: String 18 seed beads on the 11" wire. Thread

wire through the beads a second time, pulling to

form a small circle. Keep the ends even and leave

a small space to allow room for the other five wires.

Cross the wire. Use pliers to twist the wires together

one full turn close to the beads, being careful not

to break the wire. Separate the ends at the twist to

form a V.

Step 3: Beginning at the V, place a 9" wire after every

third bead, fold it in half and pull tight against the
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M a t e r i a l s

11° seed beads

Eighteen 4 mm fire-polished beads

28-gauge gold-colored or silver wire

N o t i o n s

Wire cutters

Flat-nosed pliers

Round pen
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wire circle. Twist one full turn with the pliers.

Repeat until all the wires are distributed evenly

around the circle (Figure 1).

Step 4: Make a twelve-bead circle by stringing 6 seed

beads on wire 1 and 6 seed beads on the adjacent

wire 1. Pass both wires through a fire-polished

bead (Figure 2). Spread the wires into a V to hold

the bead in place. Pull tight. Make the circle round

by inserting a pen. Repeat 5 times.

Step 5: Make a sixteen-bead triangle by stringing 8 seed

beads on wire 1 and 8 beads on the adjacent wire

2. Hold them together with a fire-polished bead,

and pull tight (Figure 3). Repeat 5 times.

Step 6: Make another sixteen-bead circle by stringing

8 seed beads on each wire exiting the fire-polished

bead. Hold them together with 2 seed beads, one

fire-polished bead and 3 seed beads. Repeat 5

times.

Step 7: Finish the snowflake by bending the wire ends

back and securing them between the last and next-

to-last bead on 5 of the wires. Trim the ends, and

tuck them in between the beads. Make a hanger

with the sixth wire. Secure the end as above, then

bring the wires back to the end of the point and

twist together for about 1". Wrap the twisted wires

around a pen, and secure it by twisting it around

itself, just above the beads. Trim ends and tuck

them in between the beads.

Step 8: Shape the snowflake, rounding all of the circles

and straightening all of the points. Store flat. To

mail, place cardboard on each side and tape edges

of cardboard.

Ruth Danielle lives in San Diego, California, where the beaded

snowflakes last much longer than the icy ones.

Crystal Snowflake Project
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